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PREFACE

This Calculation Package has been prepared pursuant to the provisions of Holtec Quality

Procedures HQP 3.0 and 3.2, which require that all analyses utilized in support of the design of a

safety-related or important-to-safety structure, component, or system be fully documented such

that the analyses can be reproduced at ay time in the future by a specialist trained in the

discipline(s) involved. HQP 32 sets down a rigid format structure for the content and

organization of Calculation Packages that are intended to create a document that is complete in

terms of the exhaustiveness of content The Calculation Packages, however, lack the narration

smoothness of a Technical Report, and are not intended to serve as a Technical Report

This Calculation Package acts as a compendiu of all calculations supporting dry cask storage

work for the HI-STAR 100 Overpack that require supporting documentation that is not part of a

stand-alone report. These calculations may support statements or summaries made in the 1-

STAR FSAR (1-2012610, Chap.2 or 3), the HI-STAR SAR (E11-951251, Chap. 2), or they may

be supporting calculations for an ECO or 72.48 evaluation. A discussion of the technical work

included may later be incorporated in the FSAR as applicable. Each calculation is self-contained

and has a cover sheet that briefly identifies the purpose of the calculation and ties it to any

associated ECO, etc. Assumptions, references to finite element work, etc. are within the

individual calculation. Therefore, this report contains no "list of files' and its storage location is

per the footer on this page. The HQP requirements for calculation packages are followed to the

extent practical within each calculation.

It is intended that updates to the report, in the form of supplements containing one or more

individual calculations, will occur at reasonable intervals to maintain the document current No

new calculation may be referenced (outside of its use in supporting an ECO where it is reviewed

as part of the ECO process) until it is officially made part of a supplement in this report and the

report revision updated.
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When this report is updated, the changed or added pages will be:

1. Review sheet

2. Rev, log

3. Table of Contents

4. A complete new supplement containing all added calculations. A calculation cover sheet is

part of the each individual calculation, and all individual cover sheets are included in the

supplement with the calculation. Supplements may consist of a single calculation, or a group of

calculations addressing related component modifications.

5. Appendix A - Holtec Approved Computer Program List (if necessary)

Revisions shall be made, as necessary, to maintain the report as a living document.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This Calculation Package is compiled to provide archiva information to supplement the material

presented in the HI-STAR FSAR (1-2012610) [11.221 and the rI-STAR SAR (11-951251)

[11.23], and to support any engineering change orders (ECO) and 72.48 modifications. In

particular, this Calculation Package contains calculations related to the rn-STAR overpack,

including all of its versions. Simila Calculation Packages have been created for the MPC, HI-

STORM overpack, and EH-TRAC transfer cask. The material presented in this Calculation

Package is not needed to comprehend the material presented in the above-mentioned Technical

Report (which are self-contained documents in full compliance with the USNRC regulations),

unless the reader wishes to examinthe computational details. Herein, we document only

specific "singular" calculations that support a specific FSAR or SAR result Where a large body

of calculations is necessary to support an FSAR or SAR conclusion (such as high seismic

supports for anchored casks, for example), this calculation package is supplemented by other

specialized reports that deal exclusively with the single topic requiring a substantal calculation

effort. The results from these specialized calculation packages are simply summarized in the

FSAR or SAR.

Because of its function as a repository of analyses performed on the subject of its scope, this

document will be revised only if an error is discovered in the computations or he equipment

design is modified. Additional analyses in the future, supporting either a new amendment or a

change supported by a 72.48 evaluation, will be added as numbered supplements to this Package.

(Each time a supplement is added or the existing material is revised, the revision status of this

Package is advanced to the next number and the Table of Contents is amended).

In order to filly understand the format and layout of this Calculation Package, it is necessary to

understand its two key attributes. First, unlike most calculation packages, this package contains a

multitude of discrete analyses, all of which share a common body of input data, but are otherwise
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entirely distinct in their methods, models, and computer simulations. This calculation package is

in fact a compendium of an array of distinct calculations.

AB new SAR and FSAR submittals or 72.48 evaluations requiring structural calculations are

supported by the work herein and by other specialized calculation packages.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

Calculation specific supplements are attached to this report In general, the problem descriptions

are provided in the intro ory section of each calculation in the M-STAR FSAR [112.2] or

H-STAR SAR [11.23]. The problem descriptions, unique to each calculation, include the

description of the component to be analyzed, the nature and source of the applied loading on the

component, and the acceptance criteria. Where the calculation is performed to support a 72.48

evaluation, and does not yet appear in summary form in any of the Technical Reports, the

calculation itself is complete insofar as having a full description of the problem, methodology,

etc.

All structural calculations are either based on classical strength of materials solutions, or are

based on finite element numerical analysis. Each calculation contains detailed explanation of the

analysis methods. As noted earlier, this Calculation Package contains supporting calculations for

results that may only be summarized in the HI-STAR FSAR [I 1.221 or HI-STAR SAR [11.2.3].

Where the work supports a detailed appendix that is included m the FSAR or SAR, no detailed

text is included within the supporting calculation herein except to describe the nature of the

supporting calculation.
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3.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

This calculation package contains one or more supplements that deal with specific calculation

items. If acceptance criteria are differnt for the individual calculations, then the appropriate

acceptance cnteria associated vith each individual calculation are stated withn the specific

supplement

The design criteria are compiled in Chapters 2.0 of the FSAR [1 .2.2J and the SAR [11.231. The

design criteria represent the basis for the acceptance criteria for the design of the I-STAR

overpack The stress limits for the steel structure of the overpack are listed in the rn-STAR

FSAR in Table 2.2.12. (The ASME Code stress allowable associated with the stress limits are

listed in the FSAR in Tables 3.1.6 through 3.1.17.) The applicable design codes for cask

components are listed in the HI-STAR FSAR in Tables 2.2.6 and 2.2.7.

4.0 ASSUMPTIONS

In general, each calculation in this package contains a unique set of conservative analysis

assumptions. In most cases these assumptions are listed under a separate section in each of the

calculations; for some calculations that supplement work already detailed in the FSAR or in

another calculation, references are made to the originating document section for the assumptions.
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5.0 INPUT DATA

Input data is provded in the calculation supplements as needed for the specific analysis. Data

input requirements for geometry, material properties, and applicable load combinations are

provided below:

The sources for the input data that are specific to a calculation are provided within that

calculation.

The sources of the input data that are repetitively used are listed as references in Section I1. The

global sources of input data are compiled below for quick reference. All dimensional data for the

IHI-STAR overpack is obtained from the drawings [11.2.41.

rn-STAR Weight.

Center of Gravity.

Design Pressure:

Component Design Temperature:

Mechanical Properties:

Material Strength:

Table 3.2.1 of [I 122]

Table 3.22 of[ 1.2.2]

Table 2.2.1 of [1 1.2.2]

Table 2.2.3 of [1 1.2.2]

Tables 3.3.1 through 3.3.5 of [11.2.2]

Tables 3.1.6 through 3.1.17 of [11.2.2]
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6.0 COMPUTER CODES

The main section of this report is witten usig Microsoft Word (Office 20), while the

calculation supplements ae prepared using MathCAD (Version 2000 unless otherwise noted

below or are also written in MS Word and contain manual calculations and/or finite element

results. The computer codes used are documented and referenced witi each supplement

All computer codes used for the analysis and design of rn-STAR overpack are approved under

Holtec's QA program. A complete listing of all of the computer codes used in this report,

including all supplements, is maintained in Appendix A.

7.0 ANALYSES

Analyses to support the FSAR and SAR amendments and 72A8 evaluations are contained in

supplements. As new supporting calculations are added, the revision log and the table of

contents will note the additions or modifications to this document.

8.0 COMPUTER FILES

AU relevant computer files associated with this calculation package are archived an the Holtec

Server. A directory listing appropriate to the supplements is included within each supplement
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9.0 RESULTS OF ANALYSES

All calculations arc documented, as appropriate, in the 11-STAR FSAR [11.212] or the HI-STAR

SAR [11.23] along with an evaluation of the analysis. The analysis evaluation contains details of

the analysis results and the comparison of the result to applicable code allowables. The design

adequacy is also conchlsively demonstrted by the computation of the positive margins of safety.

The specific calculations within each supplement also evaluate, if applicable, the margins of

safety and the results where applicable.

10.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Calculation Package supports the structural integrity evaluation of the HI-STAR ovapack

designs required by the 1OCFR71 and IOCFR72 Submittals and also supports interim 72.48

evaluations. All analysis calculations and documentation meet Holtecs QA requirements and

procedures.
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11.0 REFERENCES

11.1 Generc References

A compensive list of all references that may be applicable to some or all of the

specific calculations performed within this document are given below. Not all

references need to be cited within this document to be contained in this

comprehensive listing

[11.1.1] NUREG-0612, -Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants,"

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, July 1980.

[11.1.21 ANSI N14.6-1993, 'American National Standard for Special

Lifling Devices for Shippmg Containers Weighing 10000 Pounds

(4500 kg) or More for Nuclear Materials," American National

Standards Institute, Inc.

[11.1.3] D. Burgreen, Design Methods for Power Plant Structures, Arcturus

Publishers, 1975.

111.1.4] NUREGICR-1815, "Recommendations for Protecting Against

Failure by Brittle Fracture in Feruitic Steel Shipping Containers Up

to Four Inches Thick".

[11.1.5] ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section II, Part D, 1995

Edition with Addenda through 1997.
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[11.1.6] American Concrete ]nstitute, "Building Code Requirenents for

Reinforced Concrete (ACI 318-95) and Commentary - ACI 318R-

95', or latest Edition.

[11 .1.7J American Concrete Institute, -Code Reqiements for Nuclear

Safety Related Structures' (ACI-349-85 to95) and Commentary

(ACI-349R-85 to95).

[11.1.81 ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section HI, Subsection NF,

1995 Edition with Addenda through 1997.

[11.1.9] ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section M, Appendices,

1995 Edition with Addendathrough 1997.

[11.1.10] ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Subsection NB,

1995 Edition with Addenda through 1997.

[11.1.111 Theory of Elastic Stabilily, S.P. Thmoshenko and J. Gere, McGraw

Hill, 2nd Edition.

[11.1.12] Marks Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineering, 9th Ed.

[11.1.131 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 1, Subsection

NG, 1995 Edition with Addenda through 1997.

[11.1.14] Manual of Steel Costruction - Load and Resistance Factor

Design, 14 Edition, AISC, 1986.

[11.1.15] Manual of Steel Construction, AISC.
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[11.1.161 Mechanical Engineering Desig, J. Shigley, and C. Mischke, 5'

Edition, McGraw-Hill, 1989.

[11.1.171 Mechanical Design of Heat Exchangers and Pressure Vessel

Components, KP. Smgh, and AI. Soler, Arcturus Publishers,

1984.

[11.1.18] Stngth of Materials, SIP Timoshenko, Vols. 1, and II, 3 i Edition,

Van Nostrand, 1955.

[11.1.19] Mechanical Design and System Handbook, H. Rothbart, Editor,

2T' Edition, McGraw-Hill, 1985.

[11.120] Theory of Elasticity, S.P. Timoshenko, and J. Goodier, 3id Edition,

McGraw-Hill, 1951.

[11.1.21] Theory of Elastic Stablfity, SI'. Timoshenko, and 1iM. Gere, 2"d

Edition, Mcgraw-Hill, 1961.

11.2 Specific References

in addition to the cehensive reference list provided in Section 11.1,

additional project specific references are cited below. If any reference cited below

conflicts with an identical reference in Section 11.1 (e.g., a different applicable

year for a Code or Standard), then the specific reference takes precedence.

[11.2.11 Not used.

[11.2.21 HI-STAR FSAR, HI-2012610, Rev. 1.
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[11.23] 3 HI-STAR SAR, M1-951251, Rev. 9.

[11.2.4] Holtec Drawings:

1397, Sheets I thiu 7 (HI-STAR 100)

1398, Sheets I thru 3 (OH-STAR 100)

1399, Sheets I thru 3 (1C-STAR 100)

3930, Sheet I thru 2 (11-STAR 100 ASSEMBLY)
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12.0 LIST OF SUPPLEMENTS

Supplement Description In Support of Revision Specific Locations In
No. FSARt

1 Tie Down Calculations Supporting HI-STAR SAR Proposed Rev. 2.5.2, Table 2.5.1, Table
1 OCFR71.45(b) Evaluation 10 2.5.2

2 Calculations Supporting Specific HI-STAR SAR Proposed Rev. 2.5.2.7, 2.6.1.4.1, 2.7.1.3.1
Computations in the SAR Text (formerly 0
Appendix 2.R)

3 Top Flange Bolt Hole Analysis HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.6.1.3.3, 2.7.3.4,
___________________ _____________ A ppendix 2.A

4 Lifting Trunnion Stress Analysis HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.5.1.1, 2.5.1.2.2, 2.5.3,
Appendix 2.B

5 Overpack Protection Lip Deformation HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 Appendix 2.1
Analysis.

6 Code Case N-284 Stability Calculations HI-STAR SAR Proposed Rev. 2.6.1.3.1.3, Table 2.6.3,
(formerly Appendix 2.J) 10 Table 2.6.10, 2.7.1.1,

2.7.1.3, 2.7.3.3.1, 2.7.5,
Table 2.7.2, Table 2.7.3,
Table 2.7.7, Table 2.7.8

7 Calculation of Dynamic Load Factors HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.6.1.4.1, 2.6.5, Appendix
2.K

8 Fabrication Stresses HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.6.1.3.2.2, 2.6.1.3.3, Table
2.6.11, Appendix 2.Q

9 Overpack Closure Plate Lifting Bolts HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.5.1.2.1, Appendix 2.S
10 Stress Analysis of Overpack Closure HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.6.1.3.2.3, 2.6.1.3.3, Table

Bolts 2.6.11, 2.7.1.1, 2.7.2, Table
2.7.8, Appendix 2.U,
Appendix 2.AD

11 Stress Analysis of Overpack Closure HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.7.3.3.3, Table 2.7.3,
Bolts During Fire Appendix 2.V
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Supplement Description In Support of Revision Specific Locations in
No. _ FSARt

12 ANSYS Finite Element Results for HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.6.1.4.2.1, 2.6.1.4.3,
Overpack 2.6.2.3, Table 2.6.5, Table

2.6.9, Table 2.6.12, Table
2.6.13, 2.7.1, 2.7.3.3.2,
Table 2.7.3, Table 2.7.5,
Table 2.7.6, Appendix 2.P,
Appendix 2.AD, Appendix
2.AE

13 Impact Limiter Attachment Bolts HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 Appendix 2.H (changed to
Appendix 2.A in Proposed
Rev. 10), Appendix 2.AF

14 Cask Under Three Times Dead Load HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.5.1.2.2,2.5.1.3,
Appendix 2.AG

15 Overpack Closure Bolt Capacity - HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.6.2.3, Appendix 2.AL
Nomnal Condition of Transport

16 Stress Analysis of HI-STAR 100 HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 2.6.1.3.2.4, Appendix
Enclosure Shell Under 30psi Internal 2.AM
Pressure _

17 Pocket Trunnion Stress Analysis HI-STAR SAR Rev. 9 Appendix 2.AN
18 HI-STAR Deceleration Under Postulated HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.4.4.1, 3.4.9, Appendix

Drop Events and Tipover 3.A, Appendix 3.X
19 Response of Cask to Tornado Wind Load HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.8, Appendix 3.C

and Large Missile Impact
20 Lifting Trunnion Stress Analysis HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.3.1, 3.4.3.2.1,

Appendix 3.D
21 Stress Analysis of Overpack Closure HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.4.3.2.3, Appendix 3.F

Bolts
22 Missile Penetration Analysis HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.8, Table 3.4.5,

Appendix 3.G
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Supplement Description In Support of Revision Specific Locations in
No. FSARt
23 Code Case N-284 Stability Calculations HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.4.3.1.7, 3.4.4.3.2.5,

Table 3.4.19, Appendix
3._3

24 Fabrication Stresses HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.4.3.2.2, Appendix 3.H,
Appendix 3.L

25 Calculation of Dynamic Load Factors HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.4.4.1, Appendix 3.M,
Appendix 3.X

26 Cask Under Three Times Dead Load HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.3.2.2,3.4.3.3,
Appendix 3.Y

27 Top Flange Bolt Hole Analysis HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 Appendix 3.Z
28 Stress Analysis of Overpack Closure HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.5, Appendix 3.AE

Bolts Under Cold Conditions of Storage
29 Stress Analysis of Overpack Closure HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 Appendix 3.AF

______________ Bolts for the Storage Fire Accident
30 Stress Analysis of HI-STAR 100 HI-STAR FSAR Rev. 1 3.4.4.3.2.6, Appendix

Enclosure Shell Under 30psi Internal 3.AG
Pressure

31 Stress Analysis of Overpack Closure HI-STAR SAR Proposed Rev. 2.6.1.3.2.3, 2.6.1.3.3, Table
Bolts and Top Flange Bolt Holes 10 2.6.11, 2.7.1.1, 2.7.2,
(formerly Appendices 2.A, 2.U, and 2.V) 2.7.3.3.3, 2.7.3.4, Table

2.7.3, Table 2.7.8

I References to appendices indicate the location of the calculation in Revision 0 of the HI-STAR FSAR or Revision 9 of the HI-
STAR SAR. All of the appendices (with the exception of Appendix 3.A) were removed from the HI-STAR FSAR in Licensing
Amendment Request 1014-2 (i.e., Proposed Rev. 1) and transferred to Calculation Packages. Likewise, all of the appendices (with
the exception of Appendices 2.A and 2.B) were removed from the HI-STAR SAR in Licensing Amendment Request 9261-2 (i.e.,
Proposed Rev. 10) and transferred to Calculation Packages.
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HOLTEC CALCULATION

Tinle: Stress Analysis of Overpack Closure Bolts and Top Flange Bolt Holes_ _

PROJECT No. - ECO No. - REV. No.: _5014 -

Calculation Package No. for HI-2012786 Supplement 31

MPC (_) m-TRAC (C); m-STAR (I; No.:
I-STORM C); Other C)_

CALCULATION SUMMARY INFORMATION
Scope: The calculations, which appeared previously as Appendices 2.A, 2.U, and 2.V in Revision 9 of
the HI-STAR SAR, have been revised to support LAR 9261-2 Rev. 1, Supplement 3 (i.e., Proposed Rev.
IOC). These three appendices deal specifically with the stresses in the overpack closure bolts and the top
flange bolt holes under various loading conditions. The changes include:

1. an increase in the gasket seating load from 36001bffin to 4400 lbffin;
2. a decrease in the closure bolt torque from 2895 +/- 90 ftlb to 2000 +250/1- ft-lb;
3. an increase in the overpack accident internal pressure from 125 psi to 200 psi.

Method: The calculations employ the methodology of NUREG/CR-6007 (Stress Analysis of Closure Bolts
for Shipping Casks') and FED-STD-H28/2A ("Federal Standard Screw - Thread Standards for Federal
Services').

UPDATES REQUIRED TO FSAR, TO DRAWINGS
Text Modifications fChapter): HI-STAR SAR Subsections 2.1.2.1, 2.7.3.3.2, 2.7.3.3.3,2.7.3.4

Table Modifications: HI-STAR SAR Tables 2.1.1, 2.7.3, 2.7.8

Drawing Modifications: None

REVISION LOG
Rev. No. Preparer nitials Date |_Reviewerln___sMate

CWB 17-17-03
1

2 t _ _ __ ._ _ ___ _ _ _ _L___I_ ___. __ ___ _.St_ _ L_ _!_ _ __ _ _1L _ ___ _ _ _ _ ____ __ _ ____ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ____

The Calculation presented herein provides the analytical basis to adopt the proposed change contemplated by the ECO (see
Note 1). The Design Verification Checklist (DVC) documenting the technical review of this calculation is associated with the
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APPENDIX 2A - TOP FLANGE BOLT HOLE ANALYSIS

2.A.1 Introduction

This appendix contains an analysis of the threaded holes for the closure bolts in the top flange of the
HI-STAR 100 Overpack. The objective of the analysis is to demonstrate that the design of the
threaded region is conservative and hat the limiting region for structural integrity evaluation is the
bolt shaft in tension rather than the threaded region in shear.

The following steps are performed in this analysis:

1. It is shown that the depth of engagement of the closure bolts in the top flange is adequate.

2. It is demonstrated that the limiting section for evaluating the design is the bolt shaft, as opposed
to thread shear in either the bolt or in the flange.

3. A lower bound on the preload required to ensure that the hypothetical accident load can be
supported without closure plate/top flange separation is determined.

2A.2 Composition

This appendix was created using the Mathcad (version 6.0+) software package. Mathcad uses the
symbol ':=' as an assignment operator, and the equals symbol A=' retrieves values for constants or
variables.

2.A.3 References

[2.A.I] E. Oberg and F.D. Jones, Machinery's Handbook, Fifteenth Edition, Industrial
Press, 1957.

[2.A.2] FED-STD-H28/2A, Federal Standard Screw-Thread Standards for Federal
Services, United States Government Printing Office, April, 1984.

[2.A.3] K.P. Singh and A.I. Soler, Mechanical Design of Heat Exchangers and Pressure
Vessel Components, First Edition, Arcturus Publishers, Inc., 1984.

[2.A.4] Letter from Mr. Joe Kedves of American Seal & Engineering Co., Inc. to Mr.
Steve Agace of Holtec International, dated September 6, 1996.

[2.A.5] FEL-PRO Technical Bulletin, N-5000 Nickel Based - Nuclear Grade Anti-Seize
Lubricant, 8/97.
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2.A.4 Assurtions

1. Thermal effects are neglected in this analysis, but material properties are taken at design
temperatures.

2. In determining the minimum preload required for the closure bolts, the overpack closure plate is
assuned to be ngid.

3. In determining the most stress limiting area, the capacity of each section is based on ASME Code
Section m, Subsection NB stress limits.

4. The design temperature for the closure bolts is set as 350DF.

2A.5 Iputata

Figure 2A.I shows the HI-STAR 100 Overpack closure plate/top flange interface schematically. A
freebody diagram of the system used to determine the miniumun preload is given in Figure 2A2. The
following is a list of the basic input paameters required to perform the calculations. All dimensions are
obtained from the Design Drawings in Section 1.5.

The number of closure plate bolts (including two short bolts over the lifting tunnions),

NB 54

The nominal radius of the closure bolt shaf, a - 0.8125-iln

The major diameter of the bolt, db - 2-a 2

The cross-sectional area of the bolt unthreaded section, Ad x-

The thread engagement length of the closure plate short bolts, Leng -2.75 in

The diameter of the sealing gasket compression load, Dsj 71.565-in

lbf
The gasket seating load (from Reference 2.A.4), Jel1 .- 4400-- (2 gaskets)

in

The internal pressure of the overpack, Pint -= 100-psi

For conservatism the internal pressure of the overpack is set equal to the design internal pressure of
the MPC under nonnal conditions (see Table 22.1). This accounts for the unlikely fiilure of the
MPC pressure boundary.

The upper bound MPC weight (from Table 32.4), W MC _ 90000-lbf

The upper bound closure plate weight (from Table 3.2.4), Wid -8000-Ibf

The design maximum drop acceleration (from Table 3.12), GLoadls *= 60
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The root area of the bolt is the area derived from the minor diameter of the bolt. The following
values are obtained from page 100 of Reference 2.A.3 and page 987 of Reference 2A. 1.

The root area of the bolt, At -= 1.680-i?

The pitch diameter ofthe bolt, dpti&h 1.542-in

The minor diameter of the bolt, dmex6 1.472 -in

The minor diameter of the threaded hole, dIn t = I1.490-in

The number of threads per inch, N Si= 8-1f

From the tables in Section 3.3, the yield and ultimate strengths of the closure plate/top flange
material (at the design temperature of 400 OF) and the bolt material (at the bolt design temperature

of 350 OF) are:

The forging material ultimate strength, Suf., 64600 -psi

The forging material yield strength, Syg, -= 32200 -psi

The foring material design stress intensity, Snm,, = 21500-psi

The bolt material ultimate strength, Sub = 172050-psi

The bolt material yield strength, Syb) *= 139500-psi

The bolt material design stress intensity, Smbo 46500-psi

2.A.6 Length of Ennement/Strength Calculations

In this section, it is shown that the length of thread engagement is adequate, and that tensile stress
in the bolt governs the analysis. The method and terminology of Reference 2.A2 are adhered to.

The thread pitch, p -
N

On page 987 of Reference 2.A.1, the height of a sharp V-thread (H) is defined as:

H = 0.86603-p

H = 0.108in

The thread depth of an internal thread (i.e. the forging top flange bolt hole) is determined as:

D~t .- 8-H Di.t =0.068in
8
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and the thread depth of an external thread (ie. the bolt) is determined as:

Dcd 17
24

Dex= 0.077in

The major diameter of the bolt can be determined from the minor diameter and the thread depth of
an external thread as:

dmajd: dn3 + 2-Den

dmajt = 1.625in

As defined on page 103 of Reference 2.A.2, the bolt thread shear area is determined as:

Abot v- N-Lngdmin 2{N + .57735 (dpitch-dmint)]

Ab& = 9.528ia2

and the forging thread shear area is determined as:

Af~ i -N4Ing ad N I + 0.57735-(dufd - dpitch)]

Aft = 12.428m2

The load capacities of the bolt, bolt thread and the top flange thread, based on the appropriate
Subsection NB stress limits under normal conditions, are:

LCbolt 2-SmktAroot

LCbo I= 156240b!f

LChrd-0.6 Snibot-AqOlt

ICid = 2658331bf

LCrorg 0.6 -Smcrg-Afig

LCforg = 1603161bf
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If the load capacity of the forging thread is greater than the load capacity of the bolt, then the bolt
tension will govern. If the margin of safety calculated below is greater than 0.0, then the bolt
tension will govern in this analysis.

M:=LCfg _
MS- t-1

LCbolt MS = 0.03

These calculations confirm that all strength checks can be based on the bolt tensile capacity, and
that the depth of engagement is adequate to support the loads.

2.A.7 Detennination of Minimum Preload

In this section, a lower bound estimate of preload requirements for the overpack closure bolts is
obtained. The load on the closure plate due to design internal pressure is determined as:

-ress IE Pmt
4

-press = 4022461bf

The required gasket seating load (X1), in pounds per unit circumferential length, is specified by
the gasket manufacturer as:

teal = 4400-In

and the total gasket load can therefore be determined as: Lgask feai-i -DseaI

I-ask = 989244 If

The force applied to the closure plate by quasi-static impact loads is determined as:

Gload GLmadd. Jw, + wrd) Cload = 58800001bf

The preload torque needs only to be set to seal the joint under steady state loads or to insure gasket
seating, whichever governs. Under an accident, the only criteria is that the bolt meets the allowable
stress under accident conditions (i.e. momentary joint decompression is permitted as long as the bolt
does not yield). Appendix 2.U demonstrates that allowable stress conditions are met using the
preload set herein under normal and accident loads. However, to provide additional conservatism to
the joint by minimizing the potential for gross joint unloading, the preload is increased to a value that
also maintains comprression under nonnal loading plus 80% of the peak impact load. This insures an
adequate safety factor for bolt stress under nonnal conditions and minimizes the potential for a gross
unloading of all bolts during a hypothetical accident (short-duration non-uniform loading around the
bolt circle).
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The total preload force required to seat the gasket or seal under steady state loads plus 80%/c of
impact load is:

Preload .- less + .80-Gload Preload = 51062461bf

and the preload per bolt is therefore:

Preload
NB

Bokpl = 945601bf

The nominal nut factor is 0.15 [2A.5] with an allowable tolerance of +1- 5%. The
maximum torque corresponds to a nut factor of 0.1575, and the value is:

Tpl:= 0.1575-Botplidn,.d Tpj = 1826.9lbf-A

Therefore, the minimum bolt torque, which equals the nominal value minus an acceptable tolerance,
must exceed the value of Tp, which is calculated above. For the HI-STAR 100 System, where the
final torque for the closure bolts is specified as 2,000 +250/1- fl-lb in Table 7.1.3, the minimum bolt
torque is 2,000 fl-lb.

The bolt preload force becomes a maximum when the maximum bolt torque is combined with the
minimum nut factor. This combination leads to the maximum preload stress in the bolt For a
minimum nut factor of 0.1425, which is five percent less than the torque coefficient in Appendix I.C,
the preload force is calculated as:

Tn=.-, 20004Ulibf+ 250-1-Dbf

Bdti 0.1425Tmax
0.1425 'dn~a

Bodlpi = 1287191bf

and the corresponding preload stress is determined as:

Am0t
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The average stress in the closure bolts, according to Subsection NB, must not exceed twice the
design stress intensity. Thus, the ratio of the allowable stress to the closure bolt stress must be
greater than 1.0. This ratio, under the loadings examined in this appendix, is determined as:

2-Snmbolt
____= 1.21

which is greater than 1.0.

2.A.8 Conclusion

The analyses presented in this appendix demonstrate that the length of thread engagement is
sufficient and conservative, and that the load capacity of the bolts is less than the load capacity of
the threaded region in the top flange. In addition, the minimum bolt preload (and corresponding
bolt torque) required to maintain compression on the seals during normal operation is established.
The preload torque is set to insure a large safety margin on bolt stress during normal operation.
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APPENDIX 2.U - STRESS ANALYSIS OF OVERPACK CLOSURE BOLTS

2.U.I Introduction

This appendix contains a stress analysis of the HI-STAR 100 Overpack closure bolts. The purpose of
the analysis is to demonstrate that stresses in the closure bolts do not exceed allowable maximums.

The HI-STAR 100 package can be used for both transportation and storage of spent nuclear fuel.
Loadings from the normal and hypothetical accident conditions of transport as specified in Federal
Regulation 10 CFR part 71 are more severe than the loadings placed on the bolts in the storage
condition.

The complex interaction of forces and moments in bolted joints of shipping casks has been investigated
in Reference 2.U.1, resulting in a comprehensive method of closure bolt stress analysis. That method is
employed here. The analysis is presented in a step-by-step form for each loading combination
considered. For each set of formulas or calculations used, reference to the appropriate table in [2.U.1]
is given. Tables 43,4.4, 4.5, and 4.7 are reproduced directly from [2.U.1] and placed at the end of
this appendix to assist the reader. Where necessary, the formulas are modified to reflect the particulars
of the HI-STAR system. For example, the loads due to impact from the MPC are applied as a
pressure band near the bolt circle rather than as a uniform pressure load since the MPC contacts the
overpack closure plate only around the periphery. Further, since the HI-STAR 100 closure lid has a
raised face outside of the bolt circle, no prying forces can develop firm loads directed outward (such
as internal pressure or impact loads on the lid from the internals).

2.U.2 References

[2.U. 1] Mok, Fischer, Hsu, Stress Analysis of Ciosure Bolts for Shipping Casks
(NUREG/CR-6007 UCRL-ID-1 10637), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory/Kaiser
Engineering, 1993.

[2.U.2] Horton, H. (Ed.), Machinery's Handbook, 15th Ed., The Industrial Press, 1957.

[2.U.3] FEL-PRO Technical Bulletin, N-5000 Nickel Based - Nuclear Grade Anti-Seize Lubricant,
8/97.

[2.U.4] K.P. Singh and A.I. Soler, Mechanical Design ofHeat Exchangers and Pressure Vessel
Components, First Edition, Arcturus Publishers, Inc., 1984.

2.U.3 Assumtions

The assumptions used in the analysis are given as a part of Reference 2.U.I. The assumptions in that
reference are considered valid for this analysis except where noted below.

1. No bolt prying can occur from outward directed loads since the closure lid has a raised face outside
of the bolt circle that eliminates the potential for prying due to positive bending moments.
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2. The forces and moments in the bolts due to the gasket load are included in the preload imposed.

3. Puncture forces are calculated using pressure equal to 3 times the lid yield strength. This is
conservative since a dynamic analysis of the impact would demonstrate lower contact loads.

4. The forces and moments in the bolts due to vibration loads are small relative to the forces and
moments generated by all other loads, and are considered negligible.

5. A recess is provided in the overpack closure plate that causes the MPC to contact the bottom face
of the overpack closure plate over an annular region at the outer periphery of the closure plate. The
formulas for plates under uniform pressure used in the reference are replaced here by formulas for
plates loaded uniformly over an annular region at the outer periphery.

6. As the HI-STAR 100 Overpack includes a protected lid, shear bolt forces are defined to be zero.

7. The temperatures used in the analyses are taken from the thermal analysis of the HI-STAR.

8. The actual weight of the overpack closure plate is replaced by a somewhat larger weight in this
analysis. This is conservative because loads on the bolts are increased with a heavier closure plate.

9. The impact load in this analysis is assumed to be 60 g. This is conservative because actual
accelerations of the cask are less than 60 g. An impact angle of 80 degrees is assumed since the
impact lniiter will load the closure plate in the near top drop condition.

2.U.4 TeAmiolo

Some terninology in Reference 2.U.I differs from Holtec's terminology. In this analysis, the 'cask wall'
is Holtec's 'main flange'. The 'cask' is Holtec's 'Overpack'. 'Closure lid' and 'closure plate' are used
interchangeably.

Wherever possible, parameter names are consistent with Reference 2.U.l.

2.U.5 Composition

This appendix was created with the Mathcad (version 7.0) software package. Mathcad uses the
symbol ':=' as an assignment operator, and the equals symbol '=' retrieves values for constants or
variables. Inequalities are also employed. Mathcad returns 0 for a false inequality, and I for a true
inequality.

Units are also carried with Mathcad variables.
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2.U.6 Analysis Procedure

The analysis procedure is taken from Section 6.4 of Reference 2.U.1. The following general steps are
taken:

1. Identification of individual loadings.

2. Identification of critical combined load cases. Three critical combined load cases are considered in
the HI-STAR bolt analysis.

3. Identification and evaluation of load parameters.

4. Determination of the forces and moments acting on the bolts due to each of individual loading.

5. Determination of the forces and moments acting on the bolts for the combined load case under
analysis.

6. Evaluation of the stresses in the bolts for the combined load case.

7. Comparison with acceptance criteria.

2.U.7 Identification of Individual Loadinj

The individual loadings acting on the cask closure are the following:

a. Bolt preload. Bolt preload is present in all loadings and includes any gasket sealing loads.

b. Pressure. Design internal pressure is applied to the overpack wall and lid for all load combinations.

c. Temperature. Temperatures from an appropriate thermal analysis are used.

d. Impact. An impact angle and g-level are specified. A near top end drop resulting in an 80 degree
impact angle is consistent with the assumption that the impact limiter does not load the closure plate.

e. Puncture. The cask is subjected to a puncture load from an 6 inch diameter mild steel punch. A
punch angle of 90 degrees is used This simulates the hypothetical puncture condition.

2.U.8 Identification of Critical Combined Load Cases

The critical combined load cases that apply to the HI-STAR 100 system in the transport mode are as
follows:

1. Normal condition maximum stress analysis: Preload + pressure + temperature
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2. Accident condition maximum stress analysis: Preload + pressure + temperature + puncture
3. Accident condition maximum stress analysis: Preload + pressure + temperature + impact

These three cases are examined below.

2.U.9 Geometry Parameters

The parameters which define the HI-STAR 100 closure geometry are given in this section.

The nominal closure bolt diameter, Dbix L

The total number of closure bolts, Nb ,= s4

The stress area of a closure bolt (from [2.U.4], p. 100), Ab MSKii 2

The closure lid diameter at the bolt circle, Dib 74.75 in

Closure lid diameter at the location of the gasket load reaction, Dig - 715-in

The HI-STAR overpack gasket system includes two concentric seals. The value for Dig above locates
the gasket load reaction between the two seal diameters.

The thickness of the cask wall, tc.= 625sin

The minimum thickness of the closure lid, t=6 - I )in( 16)

This value for the closure lid thickness accounts for the thickness reduction (recess) in the bottom face
of the lid.

The effective thickness ofthe closure lid flange, tif= 4.25in

The closure plate diameter at the inner edge, Dfi := 69.75-mi

The closure plate diameter at the inner edge is overpack inner diameter plus twice the
width of the cut-out in the top flange which accommodates the inflatable annulus seal.

The closure plate diameter at the outer edge, Dio b 77375-in

The bolt length, b 425n

The bolt length is the length between the top and bottom surfaces of the closure plate, at the bolt circle
location.
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The number of bolt threads per inch, n :=8 I
in

The bolt thread pitch, p :=
U

The upper bound MPC weight (Table 2.2.4), Wc = 90000b

The bounding weight used for closure plate (Table 22.4),

The overpack closure lid mcess inner diameter,

WI 8000M1b

d =52.75iin

2.U.1O Material Properties

The overpack closure bolts are SB-637-N07718 steel, and the closure plate and top flange are
SA-350-LF3 steel. The following material properties are used in the analysis based on a design
temperature of 400 degrees F.

The Young's modulus of the cask wall material, Er =2610000psi

The Young's modulus of the closure plate material, }a= 26100000 psi

The Poisson's ratio of the closure plate material, NU == 03

The closure bolt material coefficient of thermal expansion, ab 7A5. I'-R-

The cask wall material coefficient of thermal expansion, ac &-698 10-kRx-

The closure plate material coefficient of thermal expansion, 1._ 6.98-.o-6-R

The zero points of the Fahrenheit and Rankine scales differ by a constant (I oF = I R), therefore the
above numbers are accurate with either unit.

Young's nodulus ofthe closure bolt material,

Yield strength of closure plate material,

Tensile strength of closure plate material,

Young's modulus of top flange material,

Eb = 276000O0psi

Sy;I= 32200vpsi

Sul;= 64600Mpsi

EMf= 26100000-psi

Bolt material minimum yield stress or strength (room temperature),

Bolt material minimum yield stress or strength (design temperature),

Bolt material minimum ultimate stress or strength,

Syl .- 150 00 0 psi

Sy2:= 138300-psi

Su := 170600-psi
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2.U.1 I Combined Load Case I

Normal Condition maximum stress analysis: Preload + pressure + temperature

2.U. 11.1 Identification and Evaluation of Load Parameters. Combined Load Case I

For each individual loading in this combined load case, the load parameters must be defined. The load
parameters for the first individual load case in load combination I are as follows:

Loading parameters for preload (Nominal value 2000 ft lbf. torque):

The nominal value of the nut factor is 0.15 from Reference 2.U.3.
The minimum nut factor, based on a tolerance of +1- 5%, is K := 0.1425

The maximum bolt preload torque per bolt (Table 7.1.3),

Loading parameters for pressure load:

The pressure inside the cask wall, Pci;= 1o psi

The pressure outside the cask wall, Pco-- 14.7-psi

The pressure inside the closure lid, pi loo- psi

The pressure outside the closure lid, Plo - 14.7-psi

Q= 2000 fI bf + 250-f-Ibf

Loading parameters for the normal condition temperature load: (bolt installation at 70 deg. F)

The maximum temperature rise of the main flange, Tc (155 - 70).R

The maximum temperature rise of the closure lid inner surface, iI::= (155 - 70)-R

The maximum temperature rise of the closure lid outer surface, To (150 - 70)-R

The maximum temperature change of the closure lid, TIi= T1 + Th
2

TI = 825R

Th = 83.75RThe maximum temperature change of the closure bolts, Tbm T + Tc
2

As these parameters are all temperature differences, the Fahrenheit-to-Rankine conversion factor of
4600 can be omitted. The temperature values are obtained from the normal steady state analysis of a
bounding MPC (highest heat load and temperatures).
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2.U. I 11 Detemilnation of Bolt Forces and Moments for the Individual Loadings

Anray parameters are used to account for the multiple individual loadings within one combined load
case. In combined load case 1, there are three individual loadings, so let i include the range from I to 3
as follows:

Let i:=L3

The forces and moments generated by each individual load case are represented by the following
symbols:

The non-pxying tensile bolt force per bolt = Fa,

The shear bolt force per bolt = Fs,

The fixed-edge closure lid force = Fg-

Fixed-edge closure lid moment = Mgj

The subscript i is used only to keep track of each individual load case within a load combination.

The first individual loading in this load combination is the residual load after the preload operation. The
forces and moments generated by this load are defined as [2.U.1, Table 4.1]:

The non-prying tensile bolt force per bolt, Fal ECQ1
K-Db

The maximum residual tensile bolt force (preload) per bolt, Far, - Fal

The maximum residual torsional bolt moment per bolt, Mtr - 5o Q

The preload stress in each bolt (based on stress area), PIrload -=
Ab

Substituting the appropriate input data, the values of these parameters are deternined as:

Fal = 1165991bf

Far= 116599Thf

Mtr= 13SOianlbf

Proload = 69404psi

The second individual loading in this load combination is the pressure load. The forces and moments
generated by this load are defined as follows [2.U.1, Table 4.3]:
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The non-prying tensile force per bolt, Fa2 - Pog )
4-Nb

The shear bolt force per bolt, F; 2 _r Xil(PEc - Pco).Dlb- 2
2.Nb.F:-tc.(1 - NUJ)

The fixed-edge closure lid force, Ff2 b MUMli - P1o)
4

The fixed-edge closure lid moment, Mf2 (P_ - Po)-Dlb
32

Substituting the appnpiate input data, the values of these parameters are determined as:

Fa2 = 6354hbf

F;2 = 188161bf

Ff2 = I f94f
D

Mf 2 = 148941bf

The third individual loading in this load combination is the temperature load. The forces and moments
generated by this load are defined as [2.U.l, Table 4.4]:

The non-prying tensile bolt force per bolt, Fa3 Oc 025-z-Db 2 Eb-(aI TI - ab-Th)

The shear bolt force per bolt, Fs3 = EIt IDib.(ad TI - ac-Tc)
Nb-(-NUI)

The fixed-edge closure lid force, Ff3 := 0bf-

EI-alt?2 1Tho - ni)The fixed-edge closure lid moment, Mf3 I - NUQ
12.(I - NuI)

Substituting the appropriate input data, the values of these parameters are determined as:

Fa3 = -2753 Ibf

FR3 = -1680Ibf

Ff3 = ° .
xi

Mf3 =-38231bf
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2.U. 11.3 Determination of Combined Bolt Forces and Combined Bolt Moments

The calculations in the following subsections are performed in accordance with Tables 4.9, 2.1 and 2.2
of Reference 2.U. 1.

2.U. 11.3.1 Tensile Bolt Force

First, combine the non-prying tensile bolt forces (Faj):

The total preload and temperature load, Fa.,t Fa1 + Fa3

Fa-pt = 11347 Ibf

The sum of the remaining forces (pressure), Fa_a] l F&2

Faal = 63541bf

The combined non-prying tensile bolt force, Fa c Fa_ - (Fa.aJ > Fa-pt) + Fa..pt-(Fa-pt > FaLa)

Fa c= 1138471bf

If the combined non-prying tensile bolt force (Fac) is negative, set it equal to zero. Per Appendix 3 of
Reference [2.U.I], inward directed loads are not reacted by the bolts, but the developed formulations
are still valid if the spurious bolt forces < 0.0 are removed from the calculation.

FA-c -=Fa c (Fa-c > G-Ibf)

Fa c = 1138471bf

Next, combine the prying tensile bolt forces and moments (these bolt forces develop due to Fg and
MiD:

The sum ofthe fixed edge forces, Ff c;= Ff1 + Ff2 + Ff3

Ff c= Ibf41594-T
. i

If the combined fixed-edged force (F]Lc) is negative, set it equal to zero.

Ff c=Ff c.(FI >Ob)+ b .b(Ff c<Ibf)

Ffe= 1594x 103

The sum of fixed-edge moments,

Gjects\5O14H012786 (O-STAR)
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Mfc = 11071 Ibf-i

Define the appropriate prying force moment arm depending on the direction of Mf c. For inward
directed loading, prying moments are developed by the lid rotating about the flange inner edge; for
outward directed loading, prying moments are developed by the lid rotating about its outer edge. Thus,
the moment arms are different in the two cases.

Arm = () - Dlb)-(Mlfc > 0I.n) + (D - Di)-(M]Lc < Wb)

Am= 265 in

The prying tensile bolt force for the combined loading can therefore be determined as:

The constants Cl and C2 are: Cl _ I

[ 8 St2] + (DIo-Db)-.Elf41f3]( lb D
C2:=13(Ann)1-1 -INUIA Dl Nb.M Eb)

C2 = 3347

The bolt preload per unit length of bolt circle, P; Fa= t ( Nb

P = 26179 Ibf

The parameter P is the pressure/temperature force which is multiplied to determine preload per unit
length of bolt circle (see Tables 2.1 and 4.9 in Section 11.3 of Reference 2.U.1).

The non-prying tensile bolt force, B = Ff c-(Ff-c > P) + P.(P > Ft c)

lbf
B = 26179-

ii

The additional tensile bolt force per bolt
caused by prying action of the closure lid,

r2-Mfc C -C(B- Ff ) - C 2 (B -A

Fap;= ANb A rm

Fap = -161561bf

The prying force must be tensile. If the result is negative, set it equal to zero.

Fab_c = Fap-(Fap > 01bf) + O-Ibf-(Fap < O.")

Fabc = Obf
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The total tensile bolt force for stress analysis, FA FaLc + Fab_c

FA= 1138471bf

2.U. 11.3.2 Bolt Shear Force

The sum of the shear forces, Fsc- FFsI + Fs2 + Fs3

Fs_c =20161bf

Fs::= OTbf (protected cask lid)

2.U. 11.3.3 Bolt Bending Moment

The calculations in this section are perforned in accordance with Table 2.2 of Reference 2.U.1. The
following relations are defined

lKb; (Nb)( Eb Db

Lb )tlbJ 64)
D b

IE3::= ~~~~El-ti3

3 [(+-NU?) + (1 NW( DIb ) D

Mbbc- (Nb )(K+KI)-

Mbb _ Mbbc

where Mbb is the bolt bending moment Substituting the appropriate values, these prameters are
calculated as:

Eb = 5111361bf

ID = 178176191bf

Mbb_c = 1343 x 103 1bf in

Mbb=I1343x le 3lbf-in

2.U. 11.3.4 Bolt Torsional Moment

The torsional bolt moment is generated only by the preloading operation, therefore no combination is
necessary.
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2.U. 11.4 Evaluation of Bolt Stresses

Per Table 5.1 of Reference 2.U. I, the average and maximum bolt stresses for comparison with the
acceptance criteria are obtained. Inch-series threads are used and the maximum shear and bending are
in the bolt thread.

The bolt diameter for tensile stress calculation [2.U.1, Table 5.1], Dba := Db -03X43p

Dba = 1503in

The bolt diameter for shear stress calculation, Dbs -= Dba

Dbs = 1503n

The bolt diameter for bending stress calculation, Dbb = Dba

Dbb = 1503Mi

The bolt diameter for torsional stress calculation, Dbt = Dba

Dbt= IM 3i

The average tensile stress caused by the tensile bolt force FA, Sba .= m FA
Dba2

Sba = 64147psi

The average shear stress caused by the shear bolt force Fs, Sbs = i2732- Fs
Dbs2

- Sbs = Opsi

The maximum bending stress caused by the bending bolt moment Mb, Sbb = 10.186 Mbb
Dbb

Sbb = 4026psi

The maximum shear stress caused by the torsional bolt moment Mt. Sbt= 5.093-
Dbt

Sbt = 20242psi

The maximum stress intensity caused by the combined loading of tension, shear, bending and torsion
can therefore be determined as:

Sbi-- [(Sba + Sbb)2 + 4.(Sbs + Sbt)2r
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Sbi = 792psi

2.U. 11.5 Comparison with Acceptance Criteria: Normal Conditions. Maximum Stress Analysis

These comparisons are performed in accordance with Table 6.1 of Reference 2.U. 1.

The basic allowable stress limit for the bolt material, Smg= -. Syl(Syi SyZ) + -2 Sy2-(Sy2 < Syl)
3 3

Sm=922x lO 4psi

The average tensile stress (must be < Sm), Sba = 64i47psi

The average shear stress (must be < 0.6Sm), Sbs = Opsi

For combined tensile and shear stress, the sum ofthe squares ofthe stress-to-allowable ratios (Rj and
Rs) must be less than 1.0.

The tensile stress-to-allowable ratio, Ri Sba R = =06
Sm

The shear stress-to-allowable ratio, F. Sbs
O.&Sm

The sum ofthe squares ofthe ratios (must be < 1.0), Rt2 +R 2 =0.484

For combined tension, shear, bending and torsion loadings, the maximum stress intensity must be less
than 1.35 times the allowable stress limit of the bolt material (Sm).

135-Sm= 124470psi

Sbi= 79288psi

2.U. 1 1.6 Conclusion

For the first loading combination, allowable stress limits are not exceeded.

2.U. 12 Critical Combined Load Case 2

Accident Condition maximum stress analysis: Preload + pressure + temperature + puncture

2.U.12.1 Identification and Evaluation of Load Parameters. Combined Load Case 2

The first three individual loadings in this combined load case are the same as the individual loadings in
the previous load case. Therefore, only the puncture load parameters must be defined for this load
combination. The load parameters for the puncture individual load case in load combination 2 are as
follows:
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The diameter of the puncture bar, Db Sw=&i.

The impact angle between the cask axis and the ground, ii- 90.deg

2.U. 12.2 Determination of Bolt Forces and Moments of Individual Loadings

Four individual loadings exist, so we define a range from 1 to 4 as follows:

Let int0o4

Bolt forces and moments for the preload, pressure, and temperature loads have already been
calculated in the previous section. Determination of bolt forces and moments for the puncture load (the
fourth individual load in this load combination) are required here [2.U.l, Table 4.7].

First, calculate the maximum puncture load generated by the puncture bar. The puncture fore is
assumed to be based on a dynamic flow stew Sy at ihe coular contact area between the bar and ihe
lid surface. The dynamic flow s-ress is take as the avHge ofthe yield strength and the lthimate
strength of the Ed material Tharefore, for this puncture analysis:

The dynamic flow ste&s Sy:= - (SyI + SuD

Sy =484x 1O'psi

The puncture contact area, 1uin v.7sz-Dp ,2-Syl

Pun = 2.731 x lO6 Ibf

The bolt forces and moments due to the puncture load can now be determined as:

The non-prying tensile bolt force per bolt, Fa4 = -simPun
Nb

F44 = -505S0lbf

The shear bolt force per bolt, Fs ~= cos(xi)Pun
Nb

Fs4 =-I.936x IOF- lbf

The fixed-edge closure lid force, Ff4 -m(m
x-DIb

Ff4 =-11631-
in

The fixed-edge closure lid moment, Mf 4 s= Pun
4-K
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Mf4 = -217350-
in

2.U. 12.3 Deternination of Combined Bolt Forces and Combined Bolt Moments

2.U.12.3.1 Bolt Tensile Force

Combine the non-prying tensile bolt forces.

The total preload and temperature load, Fa.pt Fa1 + Fa3

Fapt = 113847 Ibf

The sum of the remaining loads (prssure and puncture), Fana! Fa2 + Fa4

Faa= -442261bf

The combined non-prymg tensile bolt force, Fa_c Pa_al-(Fa.al > Fapt) + Fapt-(Fapt > Fa1a)

Fa_c= 1138471bf

If Fa_c is negative, set it equal to zero: Fac Facs.(Fasc > O-ibf)

Fa_c =1138471bf

Combine the prying tensile bolt forces.

The sum of the fixed-edge forces, Ff c Ff, + Ff2 + Ff3 + Ff 4

Ff c = -10037-
in

If Ff c is negative, set it equal to zero: Fftc Ff c-(Fc>f c >O. Ibf Ff c < O. Ibf
Ff) ci=)

Ibf
Ff~ c= 0-

The sum of the fixed-edge moments, Mfc -Mf 1 + Mf2 + Mf3 + MC4

MI c =-206279 -n

Detemiine the appropriate prying force moment arm depending on the direction of Mf c.

Arm.= (Db -Dlb)-(M Lc > O1lbf) + (DIb - Dh)-(MLc < Olbf)

Arm=Sin
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Determine the prying tensile bolt force for the combined loading.

The non-prying tensile bolt force, B = Ff c*(Ff c >P) + P(P > FfLc)

B = 26179-
in

The additional tensile force per bolt caused by prying action of the lid can now be detennined as:

The constants C, and C2 are: c, _ I

C2_[ 8 1{ Elfl D + ).Ejfflf3}

c 3 (Arm)2] 1I Dl- i) t(

C2 = 0923

The additional tensile force per bolt [ _MfcG CM (B- FLO -C 2-(B-P)
caused by prying action ofthe closure lid, Fap ( Arb Ar m+2

Fap = -2458571bf

If the prying force is negative, set it equal to zero: Fab-c Fap-(Fap > O Ibf) + 0.lbf-(Fap <O lbf)

Fab_e = Obf

The total tensile bolt force for stress analysis, _FA Fa c + Fab_c

FA =1138471bf

2.U. 12.3.2 Bolt Shear Force

The sum of the shear fores, FsEc Fs1 + Fs2 + Fs3 + Fs4

Fic=-1.936x 16-( Ibf

Fs = O-ibf (protected cask lid)

2.U.12.3.3 Bolt Bending Moment

The bolt bending moment can be determined as:

Mbb (Db )( b4}Mf

Mbb-c = -25016 in*1bf

Mbb;= Mbb._c
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Mbb = -25016n-lbf

2.U.12.3.4 Bolt Torsional Moment

The torsional bolt moment is generated only by the preloading operation. No combination is necessary.

2.U. 12.4 Evaluation of Bolt Stresses

Per Table 5.1 of Reference 2.U.1, the average and maximum bolt stresses are obtained for comparison
to the acceptance criteria.

The average tensile stress caused by the bolt tensile force FA, Sba = i=- FA
2Dbaz

Sba=64147psi

The average shear stress caused by the bolt shear force Fs, Sbs 12732- Fs
Dbs

Sbs = Opsi

The maximum bending stress caused by the bolt bending moment Mb, Sbb:= Ioi1862
Dbb3

Sbb = -75018psi

The maximum shear stress caused by the bolt torsional moment Mt. Sbt 5.093 ir
DO 3

Sbt= 2M24psi

2.U.12.5 Comparison with Acceptance Critera: Accident Conditions Maxinmu Stress Analysis

the comparison with acceptance criteria is performed as per Table 6.3 of Reference 2.U.1.

Compute 0.7-Su = 119420psi

Sy2 = 1383x li5psi

The average tensile stress (must be < the smaller of 0.7Su and Sy2), Sba = 64 147psi

Compute 0.42-Su = 71652psi

O.&Sy2 = 82980psi

The average shear stress (must be < the smaller of 0.42Su and 0.6Sy), Sbs = Opsi
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For combined tensile and shear stress, the sum of the squares of the stress-to-allowable ratios (Rt and
Rs) must be less than 1.0.

The tensile stress-to-allowable ratio, i Sba Ik = 057
0.7-Su-(0.7-Su S syA) + Sy2-(Sy2• 0.7-Su)

The shear stress-to-allowable ratio, R. _ Sbs
0X42-Su-(O42-Su s o.6Sy2) + "6.Sy2.(OSy2 s 0.42-Su)

The sum of the squares of the ratios (must be < 1.0), R? + R? =om

2.U. 12.6 Conclusion

For the second loading combination, allowable stress limits are not exceeded.

2.U.13 Critical Combined Load Case 3

Accident condition maximum stress analysis: Preload + pressure + temperature + impact

The preload, pressure, and temperature individual loadings in this combined load case are the same as
in the two previous load cases. Therefore, only the impact load parameters must be defined for this
load combination.

2.U.13.1 Identification and Evaluation of Impact Load Parameters

Impact load parameters are defined in Table 4.5 of Reference 2.U.1. Impact decelerations have been
accurately computed elsewhere using a dynamic analysis. Nevertheless, an additional dynamic load
factor is applied for conservatism in the results.

The applied dynamic load factor, DP = iX05 (Bounds expected DLF in vicinity of bolts

Impact angle between the cask axis and the target surface, ai 0= adeg

Maximum rigid-body impact acceleration (g) of the cask, ai 6o0g

We conservatively assume that if an impact limiter is in place, it will provide a reacting load at a location
rp, relative to the pivot point assumed in [2.U. 1. The distance from the pivot point to the center of
pressure on an impact limiter rp must therefore be specified. The following formula is used to ensure,
for any given case, that rp is underestimated.

rp( 2 ( sm(2a)'

ri = 34M8n
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For conservatism, this offset is neglected since it will reduce the tensile load in the bolts.

r1 = O

2.U. 13.3 Determination of Bolt Forces and Moments of individual Loadings

The fourth and final individual loading in this load combination is the impact load. The forces and
moments generated by this load are determined (per Reference 2.U.1, Table 4.5) as:

Dlo

Thenon-pryingforceperbolt, F = 134.Mr(xi)-DLF-ai( + Wc) 2 -

Nb (D~b)
(2)

Fa4 = 1561781bf

This formula has been modified by addition of the correct location of the load from the impact limiter
(non zero rp), although for storage, rp is zero.

The shear bolt force per bolt, Fs4 coS(3q)aInW
Nb

Fs4 =15441bf

The fixed-edge closure lid force, Ff4 := 34simn(xDLF a(WI + W)
x-Dlb
xIDf

Ff4 = 34695-

The fixed-edge closure lid moment, Mf4 14i(= LF-ai.(WI + Wc) I d[

162740 in-lbf
in

The above formula has been modified to reflect the physical fact that in the HI-STAR 100 system the
MPC transfers load to the overpack closure plate only around the periphery, because of the recess at
the center of the closure plate. Therefore, the formula for a fixed edge plate with a pressure load
applied only around the surface greater than r-d1/2 has been used.

2.U.13.4 Detemination of Combined Bolt Forces and Combined Bolt Moments

2.U.13.4.1 Bolt Tensile Force

First, combine the non-prying bolt tensile forces.
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The total preload and temperature load, Fa.pt - Fat + Fa3

Fapt = 113847Dbf

The sum of the remaining loads (pressure and impact), Faal Fa2 + F84

Fa al= 1625311bf

The combined non-pyng tensile bolt force, Fa_c = Fa aI(Fa a > Fajpt)+ Fa.pt(Fa~pt> FaaI)

Fac-=1625311bf

If Fac is negative, set it equal to zero: Fa_c.= Fa c-(Fa c > O.Ibf)

Fa_c = 162531 bf

Next, combine the prying bolt tensile forces.

The sum of the fixed-edge forces, Ff c_= Ff 1+ Ff2 + Ff3 + Ff4

Ff c = 36289 -

The sum ofthe fixed-edge moments, MfLc = Mfl + Mf2 + Mf3 + Mf4

Mf c= 173811 -ibf

Define the appropriate prying force moment arm depending on the direction of Mf c.

Arm= (DIo -Dlb)-(Mfc > Olbf) + (DIb -Dh)-(Mf c < WMb)

Arm = 2.625

Determine the prying bolt tensile force for the combined loading.

The non-prying tensile bolt force, B = Ft e-(Ff c > P) + P-(P > Ft c)

Ibf
B=3.629x 104 -

The additional tensile force per bolt caused by prying action of the closure lid can be determined as:

The constants C1 and C2 are: C1 = I

CI (Arne)| I - NLI DI J Nb-> O EbJ
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C2 = 3.347

The additional tensile force per bolt 2-MDlb C -CB - Ff C) - CZC - F5
caused by prying action of the closure lid, Fsp ( -b ) L _ + C2 J

Fap = 986271bf

If the prying bolt force is negative, set it equal to zero: Fab_c Fap-(Fap > -bf + OIbf-(Fap < Oi

Fab_c= 986271bf

For a raised face flange outboard of the bolt circle, no prying force can be developed

Fab_c Obf

The total tensile bolt force for stress analysis, FA Fa c +Fab_c

FA = 1623 1bf

2.U. 13.4.2 Bolt Shear Force

The sum of the shear forces, Fs.c e Fs1 + Fs2 + Fs3 + Fs4

F"_c = 15441bf

Fs.,= O.Ibf (protected cask lid)

2.U.13.4.3 Bolt Bending Moment

The bolt bending moment can now be determined as:

Mbbc 4 D•b )( Xb MfLC
INbkb Xi+13I

Mbb_c = 21079in lbf

Mbb ~ MbbC Mbb 21079in-lbf

2.U. 13.4.4 Bolt Torsional Moment

The torsional bolt moment is generated only by the preloading operation. No combination is
necessary.

2.U.13.5 Evaluation of Bolt Stressses

Per Table 5.1 of Reference 2.U.l, obtain the average and maximum bolt stresses for comparison to
the acceptance criteria.
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The average tensile stress caused by the bolt tensile force FA, Sba= 12m72 FA
Dba 2

Sba = 915 mpsi

The average shear stress caused by the bolt shear force Fs, Sbs : 12732- Fs
Dbs2

Sbs = Opsi

The maximum bending stress caused by the bolt bending moment Mb, Sbb 101 M6bb

Dbb3

Sbb = 63211 psi

The maximum shear stress caused by the bolt torsional moment Mt, Sbt SA93 Mir
Dbt 3

Sbt = 20242psi

2.U. 13.5 Companson with Acceptance Criteria: Accident Conditions. Maximum Stress Analysis

The comparison with acceptance criteria is performed as per Table 6.3 of Reference 2.U. 1.

0.7-Su = 119420psi

Sy2= 1383x lOepsi

The average tensile stress (must be <0.7Su and Sy2), Sba = 91S7Spsi

0.42-Su = 71652psi o.6Sy2 = B2980psi

The average shear stress (must be < 0.42Su and 0.6Sy), Sbs = Opsi

For combined tensile and shear stress, the sum of the squares of the stress-to-allowable ratios (R4 and
Rs) must be less han 1.0.

The tensile stress-to-allowable ratio, iti Sba
0.7-Su.(0.7-Su s Sy2) + Sy2-(Sy2 s 0.7-Su)

R= 0.767

I = 1.304

Sbs
The shear stress-to-allowable ratio, 0 =.42.Su.(0.42-Su s O.6&Sy2) + O.6-Sy2.(o.6Sy2 s 0.42-Su)
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The sum ofthe squares ofthe ratios (must be < 1.0), R j2+ e=oms

2.U.13.6 Conclusion

For the third loading combination, allowable stress limits are not exceeded.

2.U. 14 Bolt Analysis Conclusion

Using the standard method presented in Reference 2.U. I, the above analysis demonstrates that stresses
closure bolts for the HI-STAR 100 Overpack will not exceed allowable limits.
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APPENDIX 2.V - STRESS ANALYSIS OF OVERPACK CLOSURE BOLTS DURING FIRE

2.V.I Introduction

This appendix contains a stress analysis of the HI-STAR 100 Overpack closure bolts under the
temperature conditions which exist during the hypothetical 30-minute fire accident The purpose of
the analysis is to demonstrate that the closure bolts do not "unload" during this condition and the
stresses in the closure bolts do not exceed allowable maximums.

The complex interaction of forces and moments in bolted joints of shipping casks has been
investigated in Reference 2.V.I, resulting in a comprehensive method of closure bolt stress analysis.
That method is employed here. For each set of formulas or calculations used, reference to the
appropriate table in [2.V.1] is given. Where necessary, the formulas are modified to reflect the
particulars of the HI-STAR system. For example, since the II-STAR 100 closure lid has a raised
face outside of the bolt circle, no prying forces can develop from loads directed outward (such as
internal pressure).

2.V.2 References

[2.V.1] Mok, Fischer, Hsu, Stress Analysis of Closure Boltsfor Shipping Casks
(NUREG/CR-6007 UCRL-ID-1 10637), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory/Kaiser
Engineering, 1993.

[2.V.2] Horton, H. (Ed.), Machinery's Handbook, 15th Ed., The Industrial Press, 1957.

[2.V.3] FEL-PRO Technical Bulletin, N-5000 Nickel Based - Nuclear Grade Anti-Seize
Lubricant, 8/97.

[2.V.41 K.P. Singh and A.I. Soler, Mechanical Design of Heat Exchangers and Pressure Vessel
Components, First Edition, Arcturus Publishers, Inc., 1984.

2.V.3 Assumptions

The assumptions used in the analysis are given as a part of Reference 2.V.l. The assumptions in that
reference are considered valid for this analysis except where noted below.

1. The temperature conditions of the bolt circle area at the end of the 30-minute hypothetical fire
accident are utilized in this analysis. These temperatures are obtained from the thermal analysis of the
HI-STAR 100.

2. Bolt forces due to prying action can only develop from inward directed loads because of the raised
face on the closure lid which precludes metal-to-metal contact outside of the bolt circle.
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3. The forces and moments in the bolts due to the gasket load are included in the preload imposed.

4. The forces and moments in the bolts due to vibration loads are small relative to the forces and
moments generated by all other loads, and are considered negligible.

5. A recess is provided in the overpack closure plate that causes the MPC to contact the bottom
face of the overpack closure plate over an annular region at the outer periphery of the closure plate.
The formulas for plates under uniform pressure used in the reference are replaced here by formulas
for plates loaded uniformly over an annular region at the outer periphery.

6. As the HI-STAR 100 Overpack includes a protected lid, shear bolt forces are defined to be zero.

7. The actual weight of the overpack closure plate is replaced by a somewhat larger weight in this
analysis. This is conservative because loads on the bolts are increased with a heavier closure plate.

8. No prying action can occur from outward directed loads since the closure lid has a raised face
outside of the bolt circle which eliminates the potential for prying action from positive bending
moments.

2.V.4 TerminoAov

Some terminology in Reference 2.V. I differs from Holtec's terninology. In this analysis, the 'cask
wall' is Holtec's 'nain flange'. The 'cask' is Holtec's 'Overpack'. 'Closure lid' and 'closure plate' are
used interchangeably.

Wherever possible, parameter names are consistent with Reference 2.V. 1.

2.V.5 Composition

This appendix was created with the Mathcad (version 7.0) software package. Mathcad uses the
symbol '= as an assignment operator, and the equals symbol' retrieves values for constants or
variables. Inequalities are also employed. Mathcad returns 0 for a false inequality, and I for a true
inequality.

Units are also carried with Mathcad variables.

2.V.6 Analysis Procedure

The analysis procedure is taken from Section 6.4 of Reference 2.V. 1. The following general steps
are taken:
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1. Identification of individual loadings.

2. Identification and evaluation of load parameters.

3. Determination of the forces and moments acting on the bolts due to each of individual loading

4. Determination of the forces and moments acting on the bolts for the combined load case under
analysis

5. Evaluation of the stresses in the bolts for the combined load case.

6. Comparison with acceptance criteria.

2.V.7 Identification of Individual Lpading:

The individual loadings acting on the cask closure are the following:

a. Bolt preload. Bolt preload is present in all loadings and includes any gasket sealing loads.

b. Pressure. Accident internal pressure is applied to the overpack wall and lid for all load
combinations.

c. Temperature. Temperatures fom the fire condition thermal analysis are used.

2.V.8 Geometry Parameters

The parameters which define the HI-STAR 100 closure geometry are given in this section.

The nominal closure bolt diameter, Db- i25-n

The total number of closure bolts, Nb _ 54

The stress area of a closure bolt (from [2.VA4], p. 100), Ab -= 1.6803i12

The closure lid diameter at the bolt circle, Dlb :74.75-in

Closure lid diameter at the location of the gasket load reaction, Dig - 71565 in

The HI-STAR overpack gasket system includes two concentzic seals. The value for Dig a
locates the gasket load reaction between the two seal diameters.

The thickness of the cask wall, tc 625-in
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The minimum thickness of the closure lid. (6i 2..

This value for the closure lid thickness accounts for the thickness reduction (recess) in the bottom
face of the lid.

The effective thickness of the closure lid flange, tf = 42si

The closure plate diameter at the inner edge, Dli = 69.7sin

The closure plate diameter at the inner edge is overpack inner diameter plus twice the
width of the cut-out in the top flange which accommodates the inflatable annulus seal.

The closure plate diameter at the outer edge, Db _ 737si

The bolt length, Lb::= 425-il

The bolt length is the length between the top and bottom surfaces of the closure plate, at the bolt
circle location.

The number of bolt threads per inch, n

The bolt thread pitch, p I
n

The upper bound MPC weight (Table 2.2.4), Wc-= 90000.-b

The bounding weight used for closure plate (Table 2.2.4), WI = 8000-b

The overpack closure lid recess inner diameter, d1 .-= 52.75 in

2.V.9 Material Properties

The overpack closure bolts are SB-637-N07718 steel, and the closure plate and top flange are
SA-350-LF3 steel. The following material properties are used in the analysis based on a fire
temperature of 500-600 degrees F. Extrapolation of table data is carried out where necessary.

The Young's modulus of the cask wall material, Ec = 25400O0-psi

The Youngs modulus of the closure plate material, El ; 25400000 psi

The Poisson's ratio of the closure plate material, NUI 0.3

The closure bolt material coefficient of themial expansion, ab = 76Fki0-7-
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The cask wall material coefficient of thermal expansion,

The closure plate material coefficient of thermal expansion,

ac 73-16 -1-

at:= 7-34-10 6-RP7

The zero points of the Fahrenheit and Rankine scales differ by a constant (1 OF = I R), therefore the
above numbers are accurate with either unit.

Youmgs modulus of the closure bolt material, Eb := 26800000-psi

Younigs moduls of top flange material, Elf = 2540000o-psi

Bolt material minimum yield stress or strength (550 deg. F),

Bolt material minimum ultimate stress or strength (550 deg F),

Sy w 136050-psi

Su&: 167800.psi

2.V.10 Bolt Stress Calculations

2.V.10.1 Identification and Evaluation of Load Parameters Combined Load Case I

The load parameters for each individual loading are defined as follows.

Loading parameters for preload (Nominal pretorque = 2000 ft.lbf.):

The nominal value of the nut factor is 0.15 from Reference 2.V3.
The minimum nut factor, based on a tolerance of +/- 5%, is K _ 0.1425

The maximum bolt preload torque per bolt (Table 7.1.3), Q e 2000- f-lbf + 250.ft-lbf

Loading parameters for pressure load:

The pressure inside the cask wall, Pci- 20opsi

The pressure outside the cask wall, Pco _ 14.7-psi

The pressure inside the closure lid, Ph= 200 psi

The pressure outside the closure lid, Plo . 14.7-psi

Loading parameters for the fire condition temperature load: (bolt installation at 70 deg. F)

The maximum temperature rise of the main flange, Tc = (514 - 70)-R

The maximum temperature rise of the closure lid inner surface, IMi := (490 - 70)-R
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The maximum temperature rise of the closure lid outer surface, TID:;= (514 - 70)-R

The maximum temperature change of the closure lid, 11 is + T1 T =432R
2

The maximum temperature change of the closure bolts, Tb = (514 - 70).R Tb = 444R

As these parameters are all temperature differences, the Fahrenheit-to-Rankine conversion factor of
4600 can be omitted. The temperature values are obtained from the transient fire accident analysis of
a bounding MPC (highest heat load and temperatures). The maximum temperature of the closure
bolts is taken from Table 3.5.4.

2.V. 10.2 Determination of Bolt Forces and Moments for the Individual Loadings

Array parameters are used to account for the multiple individual loadings within the combined load
case. There are three individual loadings, so let i include the range from I to 3 as follows:

Let i-=_ 3

The forces and moments generated by each individual load case are represented by the following
symbols:

The non-prying tensile bolt force per bolt = Fa

The shear bolt force per bolt = Fsj

The fixed-edge closure lid force = Ff

Fixed-edge closure lid moment = MW

The subscript i is used only to keep track of each individual load case within a load combination.

The first individual loading in this load combination is the residual load after the preload operation.
The forces and moments generated by this load are defined as [2.V.1, Table 4.1]:

The non-prying tensile bolt force per bolt, Fa Q Q
K-Db

The maximun residual tensile bolt force (preload) per bolt, Far, *= Fas

The maximum residual torsional bolt moment per bolt, Mtra= O-5-Q

The preload stress in each bolt (based on stress area), Preload.- Fa
Ab
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Substituting the appropriate input data, the values of these parameters are determined as:

Fa= 1165991bf

Far, = 1165991bf

Mtr= 13S0in-lbf

Preload = 69404psi

The second individual loading in this load combination is the pressure load. The forces and moments
generated by this load are defined as follows [2.V.1, Table 43]:

The non-prying tensile force per bolt, Fa2 ADlg2.(Qi - Plo)
4-Nb

The shear bolt force per bolt, Fs2 X bRtt(Pc.- Pco)-DNI
2-Nb-F: tc-(l - NtER

The fixed-edge closure lid force, Ff2 Dlb (Pli - P1o)
4

The fixed-edge closure lid moment, Mf 2 ;z (Pli_- Plo)-M2
32

Substituting the appropriate input data, the values of these parameters are determined as:

Fa2 = 138031bf

Fs2 = 408741bf

Ff2 = 3463 If
in

Mf2 = 32355Thf

The third individual loading in this load combination is the tempemature load. The forces and moments
generated by this load are defined as [2.V. 1, Table 4.4]:

The non-prying tensile bolt force per bolt, Fa3 = 0.25.r Db2.Eb.(aIl - ab-Th)

The shear bolt force per bolt, Fs3 (:= z-Ib(al-Tl - ac-Te)
Nb-(I - NU])

The fixed-edge closure lid force, Ff3 b 0 f

The fixed-edge closure lid moment, Mfw3= -aBl2t(To - 7be
12-.( - NU)
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Substituting the appropriate input data, the values of these parameters are determined as:

Fa3 = -11312 1M

Fs3 = -225lbf

Ih=0bfFf3 =0-b
in

Mf 3 = 18779Bbf

2.V. 10.3 Determination of Combined Bolt Forces and Combined Bolt Moments

The calculations in the following subsections are performed in accordance with Tables 4.9, 2.1 and
22 of Reference 2.V. 1.

2.V.10.3.1 Tensile Bolt Force

First, combine the non-prying tensile bolt forces (Faj):

The total preload and temperature load, Fa.pt _ Fat+ Fa3

Fa pt = 1052871bf

The sum of the remaining forces (pressure), Fa-a!le Fa2

Fa-al= 138M31bf

The combined non-prying tensile bolt force, Fa c ,Fa .a(Faai > Fa-pt) + Fa pt.(Fapt > Faa!)

Fa_c =1052871bf

If the combined non-prying tensile bolt force (Fac) is negative, set it equal to zero. Per Appendix 3
of Reference [2.V.lI], inward directed loads are not reacted by the bolts, but the developed
formulations are still valid if the spurious bolt forces < 0.0 are removed from the calculation.

Fa_c := Fac-(Fa.c > WMb)

Fanc = 1052871bf

Next, combine the prying tensile bolt forces and moments (these bolt forces develop due to Ft
and MQ:

The sum of the fixed edge forces, FfLc = Ffi+ Ff2 + Ff3
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FCc = 3463 11f
in

If the combined fixed-edged force (Ff c) is negative, set it equal to zero.

Ffc u Ffc-(Ffc > )+Ž _WFf < . )

Ffc =3.463x In

The sum of fixed-edge moments, Mf c Mf1 + Mf2 + Mf3

Mf c = 51134-

Define the appropriate prying force moment arm depending on the direction of Mf c. For inward
directed loading, prying moments are developed by the lid rotating about the flange inner edge; for
outward directed loading, prying moments are developed by the lid rotating about its outer edge.
Thus, the moment arms are different in the two cases.

Arm;= (DMo - Dlb)-(Mf c > OIbf) + (DU) - Dh)-(MILc < Wb)

Arm = 27625i

The prying tensile bolt force for the combined loading can therefore be determined as:

The constants Cl and C2 are: hi I

C2-r= 1'- v + -D-Wl3

[3-(Arm)']J I- NUI Drb Nb-DDo2 Eb)

C2 = 3355

The bolt preload per unit length of bolt circle, P .=Fa..Ptf ( N)

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r=24211 TV
im

The parameter P is the presure/temperature force which is multiplied to deternine preload per unit
length of bolt circle (see Tables 2.1 and 4.9 in Section 113 of Reference 2.V.1).

The non-prying tensile bolt force, B-= Ff c-(Ff c > P) + P-(P > Fi c)
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B = 242I11
hi

The additional tensile bolt force per bolt Dlb Arm- FL) - C2(B-
caused by prying action of the closure Ed, Fap= ( Nb Arm

Fap = 181871bf

The pying force must be tensile. If the result is negative, set it equal to zero.

Fab_c = Fap-(Fap > Ibf) + OIbf-(Fap < OIbf)

Fab_c = 181871bf

The total tensile bolt force for strss analysis, FA-- Fac + Fabc

FA = 1234751bf

2.V.10.3.2 Bolt Shear Force

The sum of the shear forces, Fsac Fs I + PA2 + Fs3

Fsc = -416501bf

Fs O-Ibf (protected cask lid)

2.V.10.3.3 BoltBendingMoment

The calculations in this section are perforned in accordance with Table 2.2 of Reference 2.V. 1. The
following relations are defined:

Kb ( Nb )(Eb Db
- Ltb JD~bt 64)
Kb~ ~ ~ ~~i

Kl, H-ti 3

3-[( - NUi3) + (I -NU]) IDl f]}Db

Mbb c( (( ---Dlb ) b YMf c
1 Nb )nKb+K 1

Mbb= Mbb_c
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where Mbb is the bolt bending moment. Substituting the appropriate values, these parameters are
calculated as:

Kb = 4963201bf

K1= 173397521bf

Mbb_c = 6.188 x 103 bf in

Mbb = 6.198 x I13 Ibf Mi

2.V.lO.3.4 Bolt Torsional Moment

The torsional bolt moment is generated only by the preloading operation, therefore no combination is
necessary.

2.V.10.4 Evaluation of Bolt Stresses

Per Table 5.1 of Reference 2.V.l, the average and maximum bolt stresses for comparison with the
acceptance criteria are obtained. Inch-series threads are used and the maximum shear and bending
are in the bolt thread.

The bolt diameter for tensile stress calculation [2.V.l, Table 5.1], Dba Db - O.9743-p

Dba= 1.50Ti

The bolt diameter for shear stress calculation, Dbs : Dba

Dbs = 1503in

The bolt diameter for bending stress calculation, Dbb:= Dba

Dbb = 1503in

The bolt diameter for torsional stress calculation, Dbt -= Dba

Dbt = I5M3in

The average tensile stress caused by the tensile bolt force FA, Sba;1.U2- FA
Dtd2

Sba = 69572psi

The average shear stress caused by the shear bolt force Fs, Sbs = 1 Fs
Dbs2

Sbs = Opsi
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The maximum bending stress caused by the bending bolt moment Mb,

The maximum shear stress caused by the torsional bolt moment Mt.

Sbb := 1O.1S6- Mbb
Dbb

Sbb = 1556psi

Sbt ;- .9-Mtr

Dbt3

Sbt = 2If42psi

The maxinum stress intensity caused by the combined loading of tension, shear, bending and torsion
can therefore be determined as:

Sbi [(Sba + Sbb) 2 + 4-(Sbs + Sbt)2r

Sbi = 969psi

2.V. 10.5 Comparison with Acceptance Criteria: Accident Conditions. Maximum Stress Analysis

The comparison with acceptance criteria is performed as per Table 6.3 of Reference 2.V. 1.

O.7-Su = 1 17 4 60psi

Sy = 1361 x 10psi

The average tensile stress (must be <0.7Su and Sy), Sba = 6957psi

0.42-Su = 70476psi O6Sy = 81630psi

The average shear stress (must be < 0.42Su and 0.6Sy), sbs = opsi

For combined tensile and shear stress, the sum of the squares of the strssto-allowable ratios (Rt and
Rs) must be less than 1.0.

The tensile stress-to-allowable ratio, Ri
Sba

0.7-Su.(0.7-Su •5 Sy) + Sy-(Sy < 0.7-Sux)

Rt = 0592 1 =l
Rt

Sbs
The shear stress-to-allowable ratio, It .42.s-(0.SU & O.Sy) + 0.6.Sy.(0.6.Sy 5 0.42su)
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The sum of the squares ofthe ratios (must be < 1.0), t 2 ~+ =o.mi

The average tensile stress in the closure bolts under the combined loading of preload, internal
pressure and nonmal operating temperatures was calculated in Appendix 2.U as 64,147 psi. In
order to ensure that the closure bolts do not unload during the hypothetical fire accident, the average
tensile stress under the fire condition (with preload and accident internal pressure) should be close to
this value.

The average tensile stress, Sba = 695npsi

The average shear stress, sbs = Opsi

Sba = 108
64147-psi

The average tensile stress under the imposed fire condition is close to the corresponding stress under
normal operating temperature conditions.

2.V. 11 Conclusion

Using the standard method presented in Reference 2.V.l, the above analysis demonstrates that the
stresses in the closure bolts do not exceed allowable limits under the imposed preload, pressure and
temperature conditions. Furthermore, since the increase in tensile stress in the closure bolts due to
the hypothetical fire accident is small (i.e., less than 10%), the seal will not unload.
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HOLTEC APPROVED COMPUTER PROGRAM LIST REV. 53

:_________ _ bApril 11, 2003
PROGRAM VERSION CERTIFIED OPERATING REMARKS CODE
(Category) USERS SYSTEM USED
ANSYS (A) 53,5.4, JZ7 EBR, Windows 53

5.6,5.62,5.7,7.0 PKC, CWB,
SPA, AIS, M
SP, JRT, AK

AC-XPERT 1.12 Windows
AIRCOOL 5.21, 6.1 Windows
BACKFILL 2.0 DOSI

Windows
BONAMI (Scale) 43,4.4 Windows

BULKTEM 3.0 DOSI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~W i mdow s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CASM04 (A) 1.13.04 (UNMx, ELR, SPA, UNIX Version 1.13.04 hould not
2.05.03 DMM, KC, Windows bn us' d for wose
(wRNMws) ST, VJB and should only be usedwhen necessary fbr

additional calculaions on
prvius- ccsTheuser
shouldrefctothemor
notice documented in

d4seresults.d
located ugenceidicbrazy%
nulemaeror nodces%
concernhng The use of

.__________________ _______________ ________________ version 1.13.04.3.04.
CASMO-3 (A) 4.4,4.7 ELR, SPA, UNIX

DMM, KC, ST
CELIDAN 4.4.1 windows
CHANBP6 (A) 1.0 SJ, PKC, DOS/Windows

CWB, AIS,
. ____________ SP, JRT .
CHAPOS 1.0 Windows
(C HIA PL S 10) __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CONPRO 1.0 DOS/Windows
CORRE 1.3 DOS/Windows
DECAY 1.4,1.5 DOS/Windows
DMCOR 1.0 DOS/Windows
DRJBEAMPRO 1.0.5 Windows
DRYFRAME 2.0 Windows
DYNAMO (A) 2.51 AIS, SP, DOS/Windows Prsoned quaified U use

CWB, PKC, MR216 ey
SJJRT ~~~~~~~~qualified touse

SI, JRT DYNAMO.
DYNAPOST 2.0 * DOS/Windows
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HOLTEC APPROVED COMPUTER PROGRAM LIST REV. 53

April 11, 2003
PROGRAM VERSION CERTIFED OPERATING REMARKS CODE
(Catory) USERS SYSTEM USED
FIMPAC1 1.0 DOS/Windows
FLUENT (A) 432,4.48,4.56, EBRIR, Windows Do notuseposmeium

5.1 (see error DMM, SPA wihcrodocty.
notice), 4.18.
(UNS), 5.5

FTLOAD 1.A DOS
GENEQ 1.3 DOS

INSYST 2.01 Windows
KENO-S5A (A) 43, 4A ELR, SPA, Windows

DMM, KC,
ST, VJB

LONGOR. 1.0 DOS/Windows
LNSMTH2 1.0 DOS/Windows
LS-DYNA3D (A) 936,940,950, JZ, A1S, SPA, Windows

960 SP
MAXDIS16 1.0 DOS/Windows .
MCNP (A) 4A, 4B ELR, SPA, Windowst

KC, ST, UNIX
.DMM, VJB

MASSINV 1.4,1.5,2.1 DOS/Windows
MR216 (A) 1.0, 2.0,2.2,2.4 AIS, SP, DOS/Wmdows Vasions 2.2 and 2A for

CWB, PKC, ~~~~~use in drystAMP a~ly=CWB, PKC, only. Use DYNAMO for
SJ, 1RT __________ligquefaotpiblon s

MSREFINE 13,2.1 DOS/Windows
MULPOOLD 2.1 DOS/Windows
MULTI1 13,1.4,1.5,1.54, Windows

1.55
NITAWL (Scale) 43,4.4 Windows
NASTRAN 6.2,2001,6.4, Windows
DESKTOP 2002
(WORKING
MODEL)
ONEPOOL 1.4.1, 1.5,1.6 DOS/Windows
ORIGEN 2.1 DOS/Windows
ORIGENS (Scale) 43,44A Windows
PD16 1.1, 1.0,2.0 Windows
PREDYNAI 1.5,1.4 DOS/Windows _

PSD1 1.0 DOS/Windows
QAD CGGP Windows
SAS2H (Scale) 43,4.4 Windows
SFMR2A 1.0 DOS/Windows
SHAPEBUILDER 3.0 DOS/Windows
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HOLTEC APPROVED COMPUTER PROGRAM LIST REV. 53

April 11,2003
PROGRAM VERSION CERTIFIED OPERATING REMARKS CODE
(Category) USERS SYSTEM USED
SIFATIG 1.0 DOS/ Windows
SOL1DWORKS 2001 DOSIWindows 71i program may be ued

to calculatc Wdeght,
Volume, Ccntroid and
Moment of netia.

As aprccation,uscr
should avoid keeping
mnore than one drawing
files Pen at y iven
time during a Solidworks

If therc is a need for
MUlest ainkS Wg fils to
be open at once, *ser
should ensure that the part
names for au open files are
uniquely named (le. no

two parts have thesam

SPG16 1.0,2.0,3.0 DOS/Wnmdows
SHAKE2000 1.1.0 DOS/Windows
STARDYNE (A) 4.4, 4.5 SP Windows

STER 5.04 '_____Windows _ -
TBOIL 1.7,1.9 DOS/Wimdows See 11-92832 for

restriction on vl.7.

THERPOOL 12, 1.2A DOS/Windows
TREEL 2.0 DOSlWindows
VERSUP 1.0 DOS

VIBIDOF 1.0 DOS/Windows
VMCHANGE 1.4,13 Windows

WEIGHT 1.0 Windows

NOTES: 1. - X3X = ALPHANUMEIC COMBINATION

2. GENERAL PURPOSES UTllITY CODES (MATHCAD, EXCEL, ETC.) MAYBE USED

ANTYT
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